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Currently Cruising Updates - February 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/currently-cruising-updates-february-2018/

This edition of Currently Cruising Updates brings greetings from BCA members in Mexico, Galapagos
and the Caribbean who were part of the 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2017 Fleets. The Currents editorial team
wishes all currently cruising members fair winds and following seas in 2018; please stay in touch as we
love to hear from you.
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 Isla San Francisco anchorage at sunset (and somebody else’s boat, not Marathon)

Nello and Sheridan Angerilli, Marathon, Fleet of 2013

We were fortunate enough to spend November and a good chunk of December 2017 in La Paz. We were
even more fortunate enough to spend two weeks “in the islands”, enjoying some new anchorages and
some terrific sailing. The sailing was book ended by repairs and preparations for “the puddle jump” to
French Polynesia which is tentatively scheduled for “mid-March” from La Paz. This long time plan has
been delayed by work and family matters for several years but the track looks clear this time! Please feel
free to link to our blog which has recently had some new material added to it.

PS: I should add that I am a huge fan of the BCA and the role it plays assisting people like us realize our
cruising dreams. We continue to proudly fly the BCA burgee.
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 Gary and Karina on Isla Isabela hanging out with wild tortoises

Gary and Karina, Sea Rover II, Fleet of 2014

After three years of hanging out in Mexico, we decided it was time to make things hard for us again and
sail somewhere else. The summer was spent collecting up every part that could possibly be needed for a
pretty substantial refit in the fall, plus at least three years sailing in areas where parts are hard to come by.
In September, Gary drove a very full car down to Guaymas and spent two solid months tackling projects
both on and off “the list” in order to get ready for a big season offshore.

By mid November, it was clear the project was rapidly going off the rails and so Karina helicoptered in to
make things right. After a difficult launch and one more week at the dock, Sea Rover sailed away from
beloved Guaymas with Gary and fellow BCA’er Tanya Van Ginkel, on a shake down passage to La Paz,
where they would pick up two waiting crew members BCA’ers Rosario Passos and Denis Heinrichs.

After another week of long days completing boat projects with all hands on deck, Sea Rover was finally
in a state to leave Mexico and sail to the Galapagos. A brief stop in the remote anchorage of Frailes
completed a few more unexpected projects and all were certainly ready to be on their way.

Unfavourable winds and seas were on order for the passage, but after three weeks a tired but seasoned
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crew arrived in the Galapagos and quickly set out to maximize their time there. Karina (being the smart
one) flew in to San Cristobal with replacement crew member Nadine Soukoreff. Tanya, Denis and
Rosario all flew back to their normal lives, while the now crew of three will continue on, with passages to
Easter Island and then Puerto Montt, Chile.

Stay tuned for further updates with topics that include “How to re-rig your boat in the Galapagos”, “Got
that sinking feeling? How to find and stop those pesky leaks in beautiful anchorages” and “Galapagos,
the best place in the world to see Penguins and still get to wear a bikini”.

Follow us in real time at www.svsearover.com.

 An overnight stop enroute to Guaymas

Barb Peck and Bjarne Hansen, Hoku Pa’a, Fleet of 2015

Hola Amigos! Barb and Bjarne are back aboard Hoku Pa’a after 10 months away, and almost two years
since the last time sailing. In fact, our mainsail has been bagged for so long that it has developed nice
sharp creases that look ironed in. Sharp-memoried folks will recall that Hoku Pa’a was knocked over by
hurricane Newton in September 2016, while on the hard. Our several visits to Mexico since then were
dedicated to assessing and fixing a broken mast and other damage; for more details have a peek at our 
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blog.

Our drive down from Victoria took six fairly leisurely days, including a wonderful visit with cruising
friends in Seattle. Other towns we passed the nights at were: Salem OR; Susanville CA, where we
watched the Last Jedi in a lovely old theatre; Tonopah NV; Kingman AZ, on the famous Route 66; and
Green Valley AZ, after we stocked up on wine from Trader Joe’s in Tucson. Some mornings were chilly,
including one at the Clown Motel in Tonopah, (see photo) when we were forced to scrape ice from the
windshield. Mornings now are much milder, about 15C at dawn and warming to 25C in the afternoon. At
night the stars are out and we’ve only seen a handful of mosquitoes in the last three days, so we enjoy the
evenings in the cockpit. The only downside is that occasionally the wind shifts the wrong way and we
smell burning plastic and stinky agricultural (chickens/pigs/fish?) scents.

Having been in Guaymas for just over three days, progress on readying the boat to launch has been good.
The first day was pretty much just cleaning and clearing space so we can actually live on board. As you
can imagine, every surface and aisle was stacked with boat bits and clothes in sealed bags. We also had to
go fetch provisions to pair with our wine: fresh tortillas, tomatoes, avocados, chipotle hot sauce, and
salsa. Yum! Tomorrow we are looking forward to checking out a new restaurant called Koyotl, near the
marina – we’ll be rendezvousing with Michel (Colymbus) and Carol and Kelly (Intrepid II).

All seems to be OK, if not yet Bristol, on Hoku Pa’a. We felt environmentally evil on seeing the plastic
wrap our mast had been enclosed in had 90% disintegrated in the sun and tiny polyethylene flecks lay
scattered on the ground nearby. We’ll have to pick up some local trash to atone. Our only other
disappointment was discovering an almost-empty wine bag buried in back of our booze cupboard. The
reddish dregs and sediment sloshing around would have tasted much better 10 months ago! Our
immediate tasks are now to populate the to-do list and get busy!
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 Mazu II at anchor

Peter Cosmann, Mazu II, Fleet of 2017

After a circumnavigation of Vancouver Island in 2017 with his partner Sandra, Peter left Blaine, WA and
single-handed Mazu II, an aluminum Sinek 43, to California.  Sandra rejoined him there and they sailed
on to Mexico in November, leaving the boat in Zihuatenejo.  In early January, he returned to Mexico and
will be heading off in March across the South Pacific.  Peter and Sandra’s blog can be found here.
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 Jess and Chris on the bow of Sitka

Jess Guay and Chris Madsen, Sitka, Fleet of 2017

You probably already know us. Chris is a nerdy accountant, forced into early retirement. Jess is an
athletic adventurer that moved to BC to chase the great outdoors. We saved up and bought a sailboat,
sight unseen, and are now exploring the world on it. Our boat is a 2004 Beneteau Oceanis Clipper 423
named Sitka. The name represents our love for the outdoors, and also being a tree native to the Pacific
Northwest, our home.

We flew from Vancouver to Antigua to join our boat in Jolly Harbour, where it had survived Hurricane
Irma which crashed into the island on October 5th.  After we had put a few weeks of work in on the hard,
we started with daysails to English Harbour and back.  Our first adventure off the island was a trip to
Guadeloupe, and then we began exploring the islands to the northwest of Antigua. Now we are heading
down the Lesser Antilles.  We made our first overnight sail a straight shot from Deshais, Guadeloupe to
Martinique, a beautiful French paradise.  Now we’re exploring the island of St. Lucia, and then it’s south
to Grenada, and all the adventures we can find as we head to Panama to cross into the Pacific Ocean in
March.

You can find our stories and photos here.

Feature photo of a lionfish courtesy of Jess Guay and Chris Madsen.
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Lessons Learned from Our Circumnavigation: Spinnaker vs
Twins

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/lessons-learned-circumnavigation-spinnaker-vs-twins/
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Moving from coastal cruising to bluewater cruising one is faced with new sailing conditions.

Approximately 80% of most west-about tradewind sailing routes provide running and reaching conditions
in steady 10-20kn breeze and 2 meter swells, day after day, with regular late afternoon and evening
squalls.  These squalls (20-35kn) arrive within 5 minutes and generally depart within 30 minutes. At least
40% of this downwind sailing is running with an apparent wind angle (AWA) of greater than 135
degrees, where the “twins” are an ideal rig. Above 135 AWA, reaching headsails and mainsail work well,
as we are all familiar with from the coastal world.

 Racing fleet with spinnakers flying

Downwind coastal and racing fleets often hold the spinnaker and even a poleless gennaker in high
regard.  Wing-on wing, i.e. opposing mainsail to leeward and roller furling jib (RFJ) poled to windward,
is another popular sail rig.  In brisk breezes, a solitary leeward RF jib also works well.

The “Spinnaker Sock” has simplified and eased the physical work of hoisting and, especially, striking the
unruly chute, but to bring the “Big Boy” under control by the usual “ma and pa” geriatric couple, or
childbearing-age cruising crew on the high seas is the most common, dangerous sail trim maneuver.

The spinnaker or gennaker sock requires the foredeck crew to work with both hands above their head on
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the foredeck, while trimming the douser control lines.  The spinnaker is an all or none sail.  It functions
only in a narrow breeze strength window of 6-15 true wind speed (TWS), and obviously it is not able to
be flown in a reduced size.  After dousing the chute, the sock then needs to be struck from the foredeck
and mast position, which is also a two person job.

This situation has now been eclipsed by the combination of a 2.2 oz nylon drifter, with a spectra luff rope
and continuous line furler (also called code zero furler).  This 105% – 125% sized nylon sail (similar to
the old-fashioned Genoa light air Dacron jib) is flown to leeward and twinned with the working Dacron
RFJ poled to windward. The main sail is struck and under cover, with the boom secured and out of harms
way. These twinned, furling headsails put the spinnaker or gennaker to bed.  Hands down.  No question.

 Flying the twins using one
pole

Twins stabilize the boat with the centre of effort (COE) far forward with starboard and port forces equal. 
Most importantly, the twins are 100% titratable; i.e. easily furled down, even to bare poles, and then
redeployed by one crew from the cockpit in all breeze strengths.

At zero knots, the sails are stabilized by the poles in the swells; at greater than 30 knots they would be
completely furled and the vessel can run under bare poles. The pole or poles may be left up overnight and
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taken down the next day in daylight. Or the twins can be later unfurled to size, with diminishing breeze,
day or night. The poles are far above the ocean swells, whereas the boom is vulnerable to catching the
swell and breaking with the preventer deployed to protect the crew from the boom in an accidental jibe. 
The twin sail area changes can all be done by a solitary crew member in the security of the cockpit using
the twin rig only.

 Flying the twins with storm
trysail as a balance sail

The Volvo/Vendeé boats all use continuous line furlers (CLFs). The current 2017-2018 Volvo Race
boats all show these (CLF) furlers at the jib tacks of every headsail they fly. The CLF twins allow a
double-handed crew to regularly fly this rig into the night.   The twins are beauty and function, at least
in the view of the Terrwyn crew, co-skippers Cathy and Bill.

To read Jimmy Cornell and Brian Hancock promoting and selling their spinnakers to the average old
cruising couple is disappointing to say the least.  In our experience, few (~1/50) circumnavigating boats
deploy a spinnaker at all and rarely at that. A spinnaker flown after dark in the open ocean by a double-
handed husband and wife crew is definitely not recommended.

For those who are interested in hearing more, Terrwyn’s expanded “Trade Wind Sailing” tactics and
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general sail plan is available on YouTube, including a 7 part lecture given to the Calgary Chapter, and
multiple at-sea videos.  I recommend “Sailing South of Madagascar” for our best 7 minute sailing video.

About The Author

Bill Norrie

Pixie - Bristol Channel Cutter

Bill is a keen sailor and after he and his co-skipper and wife, Cathy Norrie, completed their first
circumnavigation in June 2016 they often think about and talk about the lessons they learned during those
five years of sailing around the world. Their boat SV Terrwyn, a Pacific Seacraft Crealock 37, was
perfect for the job. They currently sail SV Pixie, a 28’ Bristol Channel Cutter, and are having her refit for
another go sailing over the horizon.

_______________________________________________
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We Were Kings on Palmerston Island!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/kings-palmerston-island/

Our boat, Music, was visiting Raratonga in the Cook Islands, where we were encouraged, despite its not
being plain sailing, to visit Palmerston Island. This Island is one of a handful of Cook Islands and lies
almost exactly opposite the world from Greenwich, UK. The BBC travel show called it “The Island at the
end of the earth.” Palmerston is one of a handful of islands connected by a coral reef, surrounding a calm
central lagoon. In this entire area, the reef sits too high in the water for any transport into the lagoon other
than by small boat.
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In 1863 a sailor named William Marsters, born in Leicestershire, UK, sailed to Palmerston Island with his
Polynesian wife, later to be joined by her two cousins. Marsters planted cocoa nut palms, selling the oil to
British merchant John Marchant, who visited twice yearly for some years, until his death. Over the years,
Marsters’ three wives gave him 23 children. He partitioned the Island into three, one portion for each of
his wives. In 1892, he wrote to Queen Victoria, requesting her to grant him ownership of the Island. She
replied in her own hand, granting him possession.
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 Union Jack flying in the high street. Islanders consider themselves English, having been ceded the Island
directly by Queen Victoria

The Duke of Edinburgh, onboard the Royal Yacht Britannia, has visited on several occasions, and swum
off the local beach, which is now referred to as the “Duke’s Pool”. The population considers itself
English and flies the Union Jack in the High Street. William Marsters is now referred to as The Patriarch
and at some point, his name changed to Masters. The Island is a Protectorate of New Zealand, with
presently 51 residents, all except three are his direct descendants. Since 1963, the Island has been self-
governed by a council of elders, with a tendency to maintain old traditions. The Islanders have rejected an
airfield and helicopter pad, but allowed the Internet.  And after a protracted dispute, a solar farm, and
visits from three cruise ships, one of which specializes in islands that are off the beaten track. They might
have allowed an airfield for their own use, but not under the conditions demanded by the aircraft
authority. These included providing a motel for visitors stuck for several days due to inclement weather;
an airport lounge, security, baggage handling, and a restaurant, etc.
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 Supper tonight: yellow fin tuna, caught in the fishing derby

The language spoken is abrupt and direct, resembling that of Northern England, but the people are
extremely friendly, courteous and hospitable. There is no booking in advance and the cost for their
hospitality is minimal:

$5.00 head tax to New Zealand
$10.00 per night per mooring ball to cover the cost of laying and maintenance
$50.00 per person to tour the village, only charged for visitors off cruise ships

We found gifts from ‘Yachties’ were acceptable and brought a set of bed sheets and towels, which
appeared on their web site as desirable; two very large T shirts, a child’s Tonka toy truck, and a large
packet of batteries. I gave Bob, our host, my dinghy anchor on departure, which he really appreciated.
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 Music on a mooring ball

The descendants, some of whom are quite wealthy, have spread far and wide, mostly to other Cook
Islands, New Zealand and Australia. Their hospitality is such that Islanders compete to host visiting
‘Yachties’. We asked our host, Bob Masters, ‘What is your job’ to which he replied “To be friendly.” A
Masters family hosts each visiting crew throughout their stay. In our case Bob Masters picked up our
radio call and directed us to anchor at one of the 10 safe mooring balls, self-anchorage being difficult.
While bringing us in safely in his aluminum boat through the reef passage, he informed us his family
would be our hosts. He would first take us on a tour of the Island: then for lunch with his family, the latter
also showing us great hospitality. They served us first and had their lunch only after we had finished and
been taken to another family for tea, coffee and ice cream. This proved to be the daily pattern, except for
the day of the big celebration, when we lunched together. Mrs. Masters seemed effortlessly to provide a
feast for the three of us and her family of four, with copious amounts of food.
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 Girl’s tug of war during Constitution Day games

Each day we had a different agenda for this, their celebration week. Saturday afternoon was the big event
on the High Street. All were present and all participated. We had a kids’ tug of war, followed by a sack
race; then a group sack race where, of course, everyone fell over; a ladies tug of war, where even the old
ones got into the action, and an egg and spoon race. Here, after much voluble discussion, the rules
intended for teams of six had to be waived, as everyone wanted to participate. The race was now so long
that at the end, where the winning child is usually expected to eat the egg, a draw was declared, amidst
much laughter. In the big event, the men’s tug of war, one side was hopelessly outweighed, pulling the
other half over in a straight line. Trying to get a better weight match proved hopeless, so all went to eat
instead.

On Sunday, we were asked if we wanted to go to church. All of us agreed, including the crews of the
other five boats at anchor; 100% attendance. Wow! During the sermon we were asked a couple of
questions, which we should be prepared to answer later. Well, I had said I wanted to go to church today,
but not that I was going twice; the second at a church meeting in the common room, preceding the singing
contest and feast. It started with a hymn, followed by the responses to the earlier questions by several
congregants. It was very heartwarming to hear such solid searching into our own meaning of religion.
Then we participated in the A Cappella Polynesian Singing contests, a very boisterous affair. There
followed the feast, with nearly 50 bowls of traditional Polynesian food on the table, after which we, the
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Yachties, were returned to our boats.

 What would you name this rock??

Threading our way through the reef in the sun was tricky, and that night it was blowing hard. The next
evening saw the big event of the week: the Beach Volleyball contests first, with little kids followed by the
teenagers and then the adults. Volleyball is their national game. Cheating had been going on all week, but
not on this occasion, where the intensity was fierce and the referees called any fouls. A young adult, a girl
who had played exceptionally well, was declared MVP and her team won, just.

Bad weather delayed our departure for four days, so we were fortunate to be present for one of the
Island’s Big Birthday parties, given at ages 1, 16 and 21, with the entire population in attendance. We
had baked and brought along a cake with frosting, only to find the Birthday Boy surrounded by an
overwhelming number of plates of food and a huge three-storey cake. What a party!
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 What happens when the anchor lets go and you wash up on the reef!

The days slipped by with beach combing for shells, swimming and snoozing in the hammocks. Being
jumped on by the children was expected and of course part of the fun. Eventually the weather cleared and
we announced our departure for the following morning. Bob and his family wished us well and God
Speed, enhanced further by his wife’s gift of a basket of fruit, to send us on our way. Their hospitality
was unsurpassed. We waved goodbye, promising to return one day. A sense of emotion passed over me
that I won’t forget. Goodbye Palmerston!

About The Author

Bill Bourlet

Music - Island Packet 40

Bill has been sailing for about 8 years. His first boat was a Catalina 32, but after taking numerous courses
and offshore instruction, Bill went looking for an open ocean capable boat and found Music advertised in
Currents. He joined the past owner for his first offshore sailing adventure from Hawaii to Vancouver,
then set sail for San Diego and joined the hugely successful Baja Ha-Ha to Cabo San Lucas. In March
2017 Bill (and Music) joined the Pacific Puddle Jump from Mexico to Tahiti and is gradually heading
westwards, keen to realize a lifelong dream to sail from Vancouver to New Zealand.
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Memories of a Circumnavigation: Galapagos to French Polynesia

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/memories-circumnavigation-galapagos-french-polynesia/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation Hugh and Heather shared their adventures while
cruising the ‘Enchanted Islands’. Lets continue to follow the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they
began their journey in 1997 in the Caribbean, until the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when
they crossed their  1997 outbound Caribbean track.

Our cruise among the Galapagos Islands was truly memorable, but now Argonauta I was anchored at
Isabella Island, the westernmost of the group, and it was time to continue west. We were about to begin
the longest passage we would ever do, some 3000 nautical miles. (NM)

Wednesday, June 16, 1999 at 1030h we raised the anchor. We were now in company with five other
yachts from New Zealand, Scotland, Germany, USA, and Australia. Ahead of us were yachts we knew
from the USA, England, New Zealand, France, and Antigua. We arranged a daily communication
schedule and began final preparations. We scrubbed the bottom of the hull, lubricated the moving parts of
the rigging, and inspected everything! Heather had sorted out the usual below decks chaos. We had earlier
topped our diesel, so we were once again good for 1000 NM. Our water maker had kept our tanks full and
we had about six weeks worth of provisioning stowed along with emergency rations for another month.
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 Flex tanks each contained about 80 litres diesel

Our inter-vessel net was called The Coconut Milk Run. In checking the SSB, we learned that yachts just
ahead of us at Lat 1.5S/Long 93W had winds from the SE at 15 knots! Good news! Our destination lays
far to the west at Lat 09 48S/Long 139 02W. Strategy was to progress westwards, but to remain north of 3
degrees S until past Long 95W. That was to bypass an area of unfavorable doldrums conditions often
south of Lat 3 degrees, between Long 92 and 95W. Once past this area, we intended to ease south to Lat
5S and beyond as we progressed west. The north westerly Humboldt Current transitions to the South
Equatorial Current, which we expected to give us up to a 2 knot push once we got well into its area of
influence. We had arranged a pool, based upon how close one might come to one’s expected time on
route. We estimated 21 days to Hiva Oa, which was our planned “pointe de premier touche” as the
French term it. First landfall, a New Zealand yacht anchored next to us, forecast 17 days 15 hours! It was
a 51 footer, with somewhat greater hull speed than our 44 footer Beneteau Oceanus. With our dinghy
once again strapped to the foredeck, we raised anchor to depart and headed out of the Bay. Apart from a
manageable slow oil leak from the high pressure water maker pump seal, all systems were fully
serviceable. By this time, we had mastered our Cape Horn pendulum steering and had it working well.
Thus we had no autopilot electrical draw throughout the passage. Our sail configuration was full main,
full genoa poled to starboard and the stay sail.

We commenced our watch system and settled into the passage. We did not set a formal watch for the
daylight hours. Our night watch took Heather to midnight, with myself taking over to about 0600h when
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Heather would come back on for sunrise. As we progressed west, we established our own boat time to
keep sunrise at around 0600h. Within the first half day, all yachts we had started out with were no longer
visible. The rhumb line from the Galapagos to our destination is well off shipping lanes. Throughout our
passage, we saw perhaps three other vessels. One seemed to be a research vessel, another was a ship with
small boats deployed fishing a sea mount area and one freighter.

With conditions about as perfect as one could expect, we spent several days achieving anywhere from 130
NM in twenty-four hours to 150 NM with a best day of 167.5 NM. This, though, was where we began to
learn that one should never push the yacht too much on a long passage, or ever for that matter.

Among those in our little group who were keen racers, spinnakers came out the second day. On the Net
the third day, two spinnakers were reported as blown. I was incautious myself. On June 24, eight days
out, we had been running all night with 20 to 25 knots of wind about 10 degrees off the stern from
starboard, making a good 7 knots. I had the genoa poled out to starboard and full main out to port, with a
jibe preventer to the toe rail. It was early morning and I was making a log entry when Heather called from
the cockpit that the main sail was dropping. Yup, the main halyard had parted at the mast sheave. Why?
Well I lacked a full understanding of the stress relationship between the luff and leach of the mainsail. In
short, I had the preventer too tight, thus restricting the boom from rising and falling with the flexing of
the mainsail. Hence, all the stress was transferred to the luff and the main halyard eventually parted at the
sheave. I keep the lower part of the halyard as a souvenir and as a prop when I talk about rig stress. Later,
we modified the preventer, adding a very strong bungee between it and the boom. As well, I fashioned a
permanent fix against the goose neck pin from falling free. I secured a catch plate beneath the pin.
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 Preventer as modified with a heavy bungee cord

June 27, we were past the mid point of our 2903 NM passage Average speed had been just under 6K, but
our forecast of 20 days, 9 hours en route was no longer achievable. Main halyard failure June 24 rendered
the mainsail unusable. This, coupled with an expectation of lighter winds ahead, indicated the passage
would be longer. Downwind, most of the drive on our boat came from the genoa, the main sail only
contributing about 1 knot. So we expected to cover about 24 fewer nautical miles per day or 240 less over
ten days. This would add two days of passage time for the remaining 1360 NM. Under the circumstances,
I considered it unwise to climb the mast mid passage to re thread the main halyard. We had two spare
halyards but they were oriented forward. Using one aft of the mast to raise the mainsail seemed a bad idea
as doing so would impose a lateral load on an upper spreader, jeopardizing the standing rig. So we
continued at a reduced pace. Later, we corrected this deficiency by replacing the topping lift with one of
halyard diameter and strength, and adding a rigid boom vang.

In the unlikely event of having to heave to, we could raise the main sail perhaps to the second reef. but
only as an emergency measure. Thus, unlike our genoa halyard failure inbound to the Galapagos, there
was no easy fix. We were jokingly suggesting that as it is so pleasant out here, we should heave to for a
couple of days to prolong the trip. Now we didn’t have to! Winds had been 12 to 20 knots from east or
ESE. An option, with winds  below 12 knots or so, would be to break out the “big drifter”, our large
gennicker. This sail is wind speed limited, which means a higher level of monitoring would be necessary,
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especially at night. At this point though, all other systems continued to function. The constant rolling
motion caused considerable sail flap, which could results in wear. I spent a lot of time checking the
rigging to stave off more failures.

Eventually we had nine vessels in our flotilla, as others sailing none stop from Panama had joined us. The
Net operated twice daily on the Single Side Band (SSB) HF radio . As we were centered in the gaggle, I
became net controller. At the time, all yachts were between 05 30 S and 07 30 S, but Longitude varied
from 113 44 W to 124 10 W, a distance of over 600 NM. We had seen no other vessel for over five days.
Destination options had changed, as we learned that the authorities were allowing inbound yachts to stop
at the windward most island of Fatu Hiva. It is said to be the most beautiful of the Marquesas, and least
developed. Indeed, many yachties had made the upwind beat from Hiva Oa to visit the place. Five of our
flotilla of nine decided to take advantage of the policy change and make land fall at Fatu Hiva: 10 27
S/138 39 W, Bay of Vierges. It was time to celebrate mid passage with a champagne lunch, but there
were more challenges to come.

We continued in our genoa/staysail configuration, making about 130 to 145 NM per twenty four hours.
June 30th, at about 0200h at night, I heard a clunk from the mast area.. I investigated to find the cotter pin
for the vertical goose neck securing pin had broken! The securing stainless steel pin dropped to the deck.
This allowed the forward end of the boom to become unsecured and flail, with the stainless steel pig-tail
hook threatening to pierce the mast and destroy the forward foot of the mainsail. By some inexplicable
stroke of intuition, I had earlier looped a forward halyard around the boom and furled mainsail. Had I not
taken this precaution, the front of the boom would have dropped to the deck and flogged around wreaking
general havoc, possibly puncturing our on-deck flex tanks full of diesel!
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 My “pin catcher” to keep the goose neck in place

Quickly, I lashed the boom to the side of the mast, securing a piece of teak between the pig-tail hook and
the mast to prevent further abrading. Then I immobilized the boom with a spare boom vang. The good
news is that I located the lost stainless steel pin and washers at the base of the mast, which I kept safely,
pending a fix-it operation upon landfall.

The next seven days were very enjoyable. We had easterly winds from 15 to 25 knots under mostly clear
skies. Running in these conditions, especially at night, was magical. In the cockpit, the breeze was warm
and the night sky full of stars. To Port was the Southern Cross, to Starboard the Plough, or Big Dipper
and they appeared so close! Given the vast tract of ocean and at times well over a thousand miles from
any land, a person could believe that at any given moment one might be the only human ever to cross a
particular position.

We anchored in Bay of Vierges, Fatu Hiva, on July 7, 1330 hours local time! We covered the 2909 NM
from Isla Isabella, The Galapagos to Fatu Hiva, The Marquesas in 22 days and 10 hours at an average
speed of 5.4 knots. Despite our reduced speed, we were only two days longer than our original estimate.

Passage distance, of course, is based upon a rhumb line, Windvane steering is very much different than
with an autopilot. Unlike an autopilot, which will lock up a compass heading, a windvane will tend to
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wander back and forth at least ten degrees, perhaps more. Thus, while the payback is no electrical power
required, the distance the yacht covers invariably is greater than the rhumb line distance, even on a run.
How much more is a guess, but our paddle wheel log recorded 2726 NM through the water for the rhumb
line distance of 2909 NM. Allowing even a 1 knot push from the South Equatorial Current for the time en
route of 538 hours, our actual distance over the ground would have been 2726 NM plus 538 NM, some
3264 NM over the ground. Such are the variables for navigators to ponder!

Approaching Fatu Hiva, it was exciting to see land on the horizon. The anchorage, Baie de Vierges, is a
spectacular setting: huge black rock formations and lush green hills. We caught up on sleep and partied
with other “Net buddies”, five of whom anchored with us. They helped repair our rigging, which was
completed in just a few hours. We were keen to begin the South Pacific experience!

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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Congratulations to BCA's 2017 Cruising, Service and Perpetual
Award Recipients

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/congratulations-bcas-cruising-service-perpetual-award-
recipients-2017/

December is a favourite time of year for me for many reasons, one of which is BCA’s long-standing
tradition of celebrating the achievements of its cruising members and acknowledging, with heartfelt
thanks, those who have dedicated considerable time and energy in service to the association. Awards
nights are held in each of the three Chapters and in December 2017, as Past Commodore, I had the
privilege of attending the Christmas social and awards presentations in all Chapters.  In an attempt to
make the presentations personal, there were also three post-Christmas presentations as not all award
recipients could attend in December.

Cruising, service and perpetual awards were given to 30 individuals – families, couples, single-handed
sailors, old and young – a great testament the passion and commitment of BCA members and a glowing
reflection of BCA’s vision and values as well.
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Cruising Awards

Coastal 999

Awarded to members who complete a coastal (harbour-hopping) voyage outside Canadian territorial
waters, where the shortest straight-line charted distance between the starting and ending ports  is a
minimum of 999 nm.

Vancouver Island

Lynn and Doug MacFarlane, Miramar
James Howard, Golden Hinde IV
Debbie and Lynn Greentree, Dophin Tales
Sara Woods and Pete Huerter, Liam and Neli, Riki Tiki Tavi 

 Coastal 999 awards presentation in Cowichan Bay (January 2018). Back row l-r Campbell Good; Mary
& Glen Wilson; award recipient Pete Huerter; Bill Sassaman. Front row l-r Past Commodore, Jennifer
Handley; award recipients Sara Huerter, Neli and Liam Huerter

Offshore Crew

Awarded to members who complete an offshore passage outside Canadian territorial waters as crew,
aboard a non-commercial vessel, where the shortest straight-line charted distance between the starting and
ending ports  is a minimum of 999 nm without putting into port prior to the completion of the 999 miles.
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Calgary

Matthew Oliver, Meghan Oliver, crew aboard Amelie IV

Vancouver

Nelson Crowhurst, crew aboard Late Starter

Offshore Owners

Awarded to members who complete an offshore passage outside Canadian territorial waters on their own
non-commercial vessel, where the shortest straight-line charted distance between the starting and ending
ports  is a minimum of 999 nm without putting into port prior to the completion of the 999 miles.

Calgary

Mark Oliver and Marie-Claude Osterrath, Amelie IV

 From upper left: Doug & Lynn MacFarlane (Coastal 999); Tony Roberts & Karin Lengger (Coastal 999,
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Antares High Pacific Finder); Lynn & Debbie Greentree (Coastal 999); Ann & Barry Lange (Offshore,
Circumnavigation). With Jennifer Handley, Past Commodore.

Vancouver Island

Ann and Barry Lange, Cat’s Paw IV
Tony Roberts and Karin Lengger, Mayaluga

 From l-r: Basil & Angela Huxham (Offshore); Jane & Russ Poulston (Offshore). With Jennifer Handley,
Past Commodore.

Vancouver

Jane and Russell Poulston, Ta-B
Angela and Basil Huxham, Freyja

Circumnavigation

Awarded to members who have qualified for an Offshore Award and have successfully circumnavigated
on their own boat.
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Vancouver Island

Ann and Barry Lange, Cat’s Paw IV

 Quilt made by Ann’s mother commemorating Ann and Barry Lange’s circumnavigation, with fabric
purchased by Ann during their 10 years offshore

Service Awards

Service awards recognize Watchkeepers who have served three or more years on the Watch or Board of
Directors since BCA’s inception in 1978.  Dedicated watchkeepers are essential to BCA and do much to
help the association remain relevant, vibrant and highly respected.

June Lazenby: 3 yrs, Vancouver Island Communications Watchkeeper
Blair Tweten: 4 yrs, Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore
Florence Viher: 4 yrs, BCA Treasurer
Allen Dick:  4 yrs, Calgary Rendezvous Coordinator

Thank you, June, Blair, Florence and Allen for all you have done!
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 Past Commodore Jennifer Handley presents Service Award to June Lazenby, outgoing VI
Communications Watchkeeper

Perpetual Awards

In addition to the cruising and service awards,  BCA has a number of special or perpetual awards for
significant achievements and/or contributions to BCA.  These are not necessarily awarded annually, but
only as “earned”.

The Antares Pacific High Finders’ Award is presented annually to the member who logs the longest
time Hawaii – Victoria passage, in either direction.  In 2017, this award was won by Tony Roberts and
Karin Lengger, Mayaluga, whose passage from Honolulu, Hawaii took 23 days, 3 hrs.

The Hill-Padwick “Bent Mast” Award is awarded by popular vote, as determined by the most raucous
applause and laughter from the raconteur’s nomination.  There were a few brave souls who shared their
mishaps at the Vancouver Awards, the ultimate winner being Alex Brydon, Ila May, for ending up in the
water when instructing new sailors how to fly the chute.  A good thing he had also taught them how to
recover a man overboard!
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 Alex
Brydon, winner of the Hill-Padwick “Bent Mast” award

Although determined at the August Rendezvous, it was also appropriate to formally recognize Calgary
member Heather Mills, Mischief, winner of the 2017 Peterson Cup, for her overall seawomanship,
skillful handling of her intrepid boat and tactical wins, to say nothing her amazing culinary talents.
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 Calgary Award Winners: Heather Marshall (Peterson Cup); Mark Oliver & M-C Osterrath (Offshore);
Allen Dick (Service)

The Ted Long Award was first awarded in 1991 to Ted Long himself, who was a founding member and,
according to many, a “watchkeeper extraordinaire”.  This award, which comes with lifetime membership,
is given for outstanding personal contributions to BCA.  Recipients this year were Cam and Marianne
McLean, who took on the role of Vancouver Fleet Coordinators in 1999 and have served in that role for
19 continuous years! Cam and Marianne have also contributed greatly to the social aspect of BCA,
hosting parties in their home for the Fleet and organizing the annual Vancouver Fleet BBQ at Spruce
Harbour. The award was announced in December and presented by Commodore Leslie Hansen to Cam
and Marianne at the January Vancouver Club Night.

A list of previous recipients can be found in the BCA Member Directory, along with a more detailed
history of the award itself.
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 Commodore Leslie Hansen presenting the Ted Long Award to Cam and Marianne McLean

More information about BCA’s offshore or perpetual awards can be found in the Members’ Directory
and on our website;  cruising and service award recipients dating back to 2002 can be found here.  If you
qualify for an award or know another BCA members who does, please contact Past Commodore, Jennifer
Handley.

Thanks to everyone who helped make the 2017 awards presentations a great success, especially  those
who took all the photos, a few of which are published in this article. Vancouver award recipients Florence
Viher (Service), Blair Tweten (Service), Angela and Basil Huxham (Offshore), Jane and Russ Poulston
(Offshore) and Alex Brydon (Bent Mast) are shown in the feature photo above.

More photos from the AGM and the Christmas socials can be found here.
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 Skipper and crew of Amelie IV with their offshore and crew awards: Mark, Matthew, Meghan and Marie-
Claude.

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Currently Cruising Update - Dodging Hurricanes

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/currently-cruising-updates/

Avanga has had some adventures since we last sent in an update – some good, some not so good. For
hurricane season 2016, we were tied to a hot and humid dock at Tortugal Marina in Rio Dulce,
Guatemala. Upon returning to the boat in the winter, we found she had been very well cared for by the
attentive staff there, but putting her back together was still a slow process. As we had done the previous
season, we headed east to Roatan, Honduras, one of our favourite spots and enjoyed the wonderful
snorkeling and diving there before turning northward, heading for Cuba.

Nasty Northers continued to plague us throughout the trip, but it became a real issue when we were off
the east coast of Mexico. To make a long story short, we ended up with the starboard hull filling with
water due to a broken thru-hull fitting. Although Glen managed to quickly find the leak and stem it with a
wooden plug (which was too large so we had to whittle it down while plugging the hole with his hand), it
was still a frightening experience and caused us to question the integrity of the other thru-hulls. We
certainly checked them all carefully once we had the opportunity.

We continued on and after a challenging situation trying to check in to Cuba at Cabo San Antonio (where
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they had run out of visas!), we managed to make it to Marina Hemingway on the north coast, just hours
before the harbour was closed due to yet another front that was marching in. Fortunately, we made it in
time to attend the historic, free Rolling Stones concert in Havana. Cuba was a fascinating stop and we
thoroughly enjoyed our visit there.

After a brief visit in the Bahamas (very beautiful), we took Avanga up to St. Augustine Marine Center in
Florida and hauled her out for hurricane season. While preparing her for her stay on the hard, Glen had a
little mishap – he fell off the back of the boat and did a header into the dirt and gravel below. After a 3
hour stay at the hospital getting stitched up, we learned the importance of buying extended medical
coverage. All costs were covered, but the price tag without insurance would have been US$3000!

As it turned out, Hurricane Matthew hit St. Augustine, causing us some consternation as we awaited word
from the staff if Avanga had been damaged. Fortunately (again), she only had a few rust spots from some
flying metal roof material of a nearby paint shed, and a waterlogged dinghy motor from storing the
dinghy under the boat (who knew that there would be 3 feet of surge due to the hurricane?).

After putting Avanga back together again, we headed south, going inside the ICW for the short stretch
from West Palm Beach down to Ft. Lauderdale, where our mast height was not a show stopper and
anchored in No Name Harbor by Miami, where we staged our crossing to Bimini, Bahamas.

This time we spent a little more time in the Bahamas, enjoying the beautiful water and planning for a
passage to Puerto Rico. As luck would have it, we never made it to PR due to running out of time to make
a leisurely path into the tradewinds. Instead we tied Avanga to a mooring in Stocking Island across from
Georgetown, flew home for the summer and had the repeat experience of sitting in BC during hurricane
season wondering if we would still have a boat once the flurry of hurricanes passed. Both Irma and Maria
came close enough but veered off at the last minute, so we were spared the brunt of their forces. Had we
made it to PR, it might have been a different story!

So now we are anchored in Georgetown with the plan to try to make it to Grenada by the end of this
season. So far, there has been one front or squash zone after another, and we are getting tired of the
uncooperative weather in this part of the world. After the South Pacific, we had thought it would be easier
in the Caribbean with such short passages, but overall the erratic weather has made it less enjoyable
cruising here than hoped.

We are enjoying the cruising scene though here in Georgetown (active cruising community with assorted
activities to keep us as busy as we want) and there are always maintenance jobs to be done, but when the
opportunity presents, we plan to head east for the Turks and Caicos and beyond.
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 Maple’s crew: Darryl and Janet Lapaire, Ella and Iris

Update: February 5 – Last night we shared Happy Hour aboard another catamaran, Maple, with BCA
Vancouver members Darryl and Janet Lapaire, and their daughters Ella and Iris.  The two boats crossed
wakes in Mayaguana, one of the southern most islands in the Bahamas. They just arrived via the US
Virgins, and we are setting off today for the Turks & Caicos. They asked if we were members, then
looked us up in the Directory. Inspiring to see a young family who have sold the house, etc and are out
there doing it, and doing it well.

About The Author

Glen and Marilyn Middleton

Avanga - Lagoon 420

Glen and Marilyn are currently cruising in the Caribbean in their new catamaran.

_______________________________________________
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2018 Gwaii Haanas Orientation Sessions Announced by Parks
Canada

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/2018-gwaii-haanas-orientation-sessions-announced-parks-
canada/

Anna Maria Husband, Visitor Services Team Leader, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site is pleased to announce that Parks Canada has
again scheduled orientation sessions in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island.

This one-hour orientation session is mandatory before you can visit this amazingly beautiful area of
British Columbia.  Parks Canada recognizes that the travel plans of most boaters involve crossing the
South Hecate and entering Gwaii Haanas from the southern tip, which makes attending an information
session in Skidegate awkward and/or problematic.  Attending an orientation session in southern BC will
allow you to enter the area by boat, directly from the Mainland Coast after you have made your
reservations, thus making passage to the area far more convenient.

Signage is intentionally minimized in Gwaii Haanas to protect the wilderness experience, which is one of
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the reasons why all visitors are required to attend a pre-trip orientation. The presentation reviews current
safety information and traveler protocols, and discusses appropriate conduct while visiting Gwaii Haanas
to ensure that the area, as well as the experience of other visitors, is protected. It is also an opportunity for
visitors to ask questions about their upcoming trip and ensure that they have the information that they
need.  It is a legal requirement for all visitors to attend the orientation annually.

These are the dates for the Lower Mainland and VI orientations in 2018:

Tuesday, March 6 at 7:00 PM – Vancouver Public Library (Library Square) 350 West Georgia St
Thursday, March 8 at 7:00 PM – Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea, 9811 Sea Port Place, Sidney

The Orientation is FREE of charge, so even if you are just thinking about going to Gwaii Haanas this year
or would like to learn more, please come and find out what’s involved in visiting this part of the world.
Regardless, you will be glad you did. No reservations are required.  However, cruisers who have made
their reservation to visit Gwaii Haanas prior to these orientations will be able to pick up their trip permits
at the end of the sessions.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Anna Maria directly; she will be pleased to assist.

 Sgan Gwaay Village (© Parks Canada/Maggie Stronge); Tufted Puffin (© Parks Canada/Carey
Bergman); Mount Yatza (© Parks Canada/Charlotte Houston); Humpback (© Parks Canada/Daniel
McNeill)
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About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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It's Hard!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/its-hard/

It started around 1000h, the wind. By 1400h it was blowing a steady 25 knots, by 2300h, 30 knots. The
boat sails on the anchor, the snubber lines creaking with each violent gust. The boat heels, sometimes to
Port, sometimes to Starboard as the wind funnels down two different canyons in the hills. It sounds like
we are underway with the wind waves washing, at times crashing, against the hull of the boat. Startled by
the crashing waves, buffeted by a constantly rolling boat, it is difficult to concentrate on anything but the
weather.

The night is spent regularly looking out the port lights to verify our position relative to a brightly lit
fishing boat moored nearby, and other boats in the anchorage. We sleep in the salon as the pitching of the
boat in the wind waves makes the v-berth impossible for sleep. There you’d feel like you’re sleeping on
the back of a bucking bronco. At 0300h, Jürgen watches a boat being re-positioned after dragging anchor.

Sand from the adjacent desert blows towards us, whipped into the air by the building winds. The talcum
fine brown dust covers the boat inside and out, even though all port lights and hatches are closed. In our
hair, the sand has the effect of instant shampoo, soaking up oil and adding body! By morning the boat
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looks like it’s been four wheeling. The sand, now mixed with salt-water particles, has turned into a sticky
salty mud. A thin layer covers the stanchions, decks, hatches, dodger windows, sheets and halyards. Yet
there is nothing to do about the mess yet. Similar conditions are forecast for another 24 hours. We re-
position the snubber lines, showing worrisome wear from the past night and hunker down for another
session, another day and night trapped on our boat.

 Nearby desert sand whips through the anchorage at Bahia Tortuga

We’re in Bahia Tortuga, two days south of Ensenada, our first port of call into Mexico. Ensenada, so
close to the US, gave us a gentle introduction to Mexico – enough English speakers to get everything
done; enough of everything else to wet our appetite for more Mexican culture. In Bahia Tortuga, we’re
one more step removed from an English dominated world. We enjoy the fish and shrimp tacos and
Internet at Maria’s Cantina, get some much needed fuel and exercise walking the dusty streets of the
town. Still, there is little to keep us here.

At Maria’s Cantina, the crews of a number of boats confer over the weather. Gale force winds are
coming. The options are to leave now, to stay ahead of the winds or wait until they pass. Two boats, two
fast boats, decide they are leaving. The idea of racing back to the boat, making a hasty departure and
trying to stay ahead of building winds does not sit well with us. We opt for waiting it out.

Six nights we spend on the hook, with two days sitting in the weather. Once the wind subsides, we use a
bucket tied to a line to haul endless amounts of seawater to clean the sand and mud off exterior surfaces.
Fresh water, made with the water maker, is used sparingly to clean the inside of the boat and the dodger
windows.
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 Morning light at Bahia Tortuga once the wind abates

We leave Bahia Tortuga, keen to get off the hook and being stuck by the weather. With few places to
safely anchor, we view the remaining time along the Baja coast as a final push to some reprieve from the
challenges of ocean sailing. We’re ready for some fun because so far, on this voyage, the moments of fun
have been far outnumbered by the challenges.

“It’s hard!” has become our new catch phrase to describe cruising life. We picked up this no-nonsense
appraisal of voyaging from a gregarious and very fit young man in Ensenada. He had approached us with
an outstretched hand on the dock in greeting, obviously keen to share stories. Yet we were barely past
introductions before he exclaimed, “It’s hard!” Passage making is hard. Maintaining the boat is hard. The
responsibility is hard. His honest admission was refreshing. We also find it hard. And so do other
cruisers. We subsequently meet a determined young woman, cruising with her husband and two young
children, who adds that getting enough exercise is hard (and unhealthy), living 24/7 with your partner is
hard (and unnatural). We now respond to cruisers stories of challenges and setbacks with our new catch
phrase and are met with looks of relief and an emphatic reiteration, “Yes, it’s hard!”

We force ourselves to resist dwelling on what is hard, as that will inevitably lead to what Robert Pirsig*,
best known for penning Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, refers to as cruising blues.
According to Pirsig, scores of cruisers set out on their voyaging adventures with thoughts of escaping
reality, only to discover that the reality of cruising is harder than the reality they left at home. Pirsig
argues that the gains from cruising are to be found in the self-discovery that comes during long hours at
the helm (or weather bound on the hook, we might add). “This self that one discovers is in many ways a
person one would not like one’s friends to know about; a person one may have been avoiding for years,
full of vanity, cowardice, boredom, self-pity, laziness, blamingness, weak when he should be strong;
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aggressive when he should be gentle, a person who will do anything not to know these things about
himself …” Ouch! Yet there is no way around these moments of personal discovery and that’s hard too!

Back on the boat we spend two uneventful nights voyaging, our regular watches stress free compared to
worrying about dragging anchor in Bahia Tortuga. At Bahia Santa Maria, endless miles of beaches, pods
of dolphins and crystal clear water surround us. On shore we play in the sand dunes, jumping from the
highest dunes, whooping with mid-air joy, sinking knee deep into powdery sand that only two days earlier
befuddled us with the mess it made on the boat. Riding the shore break on our SUPs and crashing through
it in the dinghy, washes away feelings of heaviness that are inevitable from days of sitting in the cockpit.
This is not hard.

We are reminded that the headwinds we face, on the boat and in life, are more apparent than the
tailwinds. And this is backed by research! Psychology professors Tom Gilovich and Shai Davidai**
argue that “barriers and hindrances command attention because they have to be overcome; benefits and
resources can often be simply enjoyed and largely ignored.” They go on to provide evidence that a
practice of gratitude helps bring the tailwinds, those positive things that make the good things happen in
our lives, more apparent. We will continue to acknowledge cruisers’ trials with “It’s hard!” yet now we
are better equipped to understand why it seems that way.

*”Cruising blues and their cure” by Robert Pirsig (originally published in Esquire, May 1977)

**“Why is my life so hard?” Freakonomics radio podcast, March 15, 2017; The headwinds/tailwinds asymmetry: An availability bias in assessments of
barriers and blessings. Davidai S, Gilovich T, J Pers Soc Psychol. 2016 Dec; 111(6):835-851

About The Author

Stefa Katamay

Mazu - Tayana 37

Stefa Katamay and her husband Jürgen Harding bought Mazu, their Tayana37, in 2014 when they joined
BCA. Every year they ventured further from their home dock in Sidney to build their skills. In 2017 they
threw off the dock lines to head south. The plan is to let the plan evolve after getting to Mexico.
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Dueling Senders

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/dueling-senders/

At a recent installation, the build included NMEA 0183 devices interfaced into NMEA 2000 (N2K). This
yacht had multiple fuel tanks, water tanks and a few black water tanks. It had a variety of instrumentation
GPS’s, sounders, a weather station, AIS, radars, rudder angle indicator, bilge pump monitoring and
alarms. When this vessel was being commissioned, a very interesting fault of dueling sensors was
debugged.

There were many layers of commissioning from engine data, charts, and the list went on. However, when
it came to calibrating the last set of tanks, the displayed data for the water tanks was oscillating from 40
to 70% continually.  It took a little understanding, even though both tanks were labelled differently, they
accidentally shared the same instance. The N2K display was actually reading two different tank sensors
but had no program error, which allowed this to happen. Some sensors have manual switches to set the
instance. Some are set by manufacturer’s software, but regardless, watch out for this on N2K
installations.

N2K allows many more devices and complexity, the system can output data from two devices thinking
they are one. If you see oscillating tanks levels, check your device instances. The system software was
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functioning correctly; however, it did not detect two devices sharing the same instance which in this case
was set on dip switches on the sender. If you are building your own or working with an experienced
builder, disconnect or isolate common senders and if the oscillation stops, check the instance of this
device against the one that was oscillating but now is stable. Change one of the two and now data will get
to where it supposes to be displayed, then calibrations can be completed.

Cover Photo: Public domain

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.
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Vancouver Fleet Report: February 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-february-2018/

The February meeting of the Vancouver Fleet was held on February 27 at the Scottish Cultural Centre.

Show and Tell included a WatchMate XB-8000 AIS transponder, a mid sized drone, Off shore Personal
Survival Course with David Sutcliffe, and a Pacific Ocean planning chart by British Admiralty.

The program was Heavy Weather Sailing with Christof Marti, owner and chief instructor of Simply
Sailing, who gave a wonderful talk sharing his experiences including challenges sailing the Pacific and
Atlantic. He told us to know how to access one’s forecasts and said “fix it before you leave or you will
fix it on the ocean”. He described the Duchman boom brake and demonstrated a trysail. He spoke about
tactics:

passive – heaving to and lying ahull
active – forereaching

He described drogues and suggested a back up rudder such as a windvane.
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The program for March 27 will be Sarah and Will Curry of Hydrovane on Tips and Traps.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: January & February 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-january-february-2018/

To no one’s surprise, a good crowd showed up on January 10 to see Rudy Witt present on Open CPN and
to get some tips on using this open source software. A total of 25 sailors from 13 boats brought their
laptops or tablets to practice with Rudy.

In addition to this presentation at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club we experienced our first trial of the
Zoom web-sharing platform with such a large group. Though we had several people logged onto the same
Wifi at the yacht club and Daragh, Jennifer, and Lionel attending remotely for a total of 16 Zoom
participants, the platform worked well.

On February 7, Tony Gooch was, as always, a huge draw bringing out 21 people from 12 boats including
2 on the Zoom platform. His knowledge and experience with heavy weather sailing along with his relaxed
presentation style encouraged many questions from the audience.  With the time remaining in the evening
Connie and Al started a presentation on sail trim with the intention of completing it at a future meting.

 

About The Author
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Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.
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OCA 2018 - Bears, Bergy Bits and Bubble Netting

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/oca-2018-bears-bergy-bits-bubble-netting/

Don your warmest toque and down vest and join BCA members Norm & Beth Cooper as they explore the
frosty wilds of SE Alaska in their latest cruising adventure aboard Sarah Jean II. Heart stopping stories
and breathtaking scenes, captured in hundreds of dazzling photos, will transport you to this unique part of
the world not too far from our own doorstep.

Watch bears scoop salmon from raging rivers, thread your way through menacing bergy bits en route to
the towering glaciers of Tracy Arm and see pods of humpback whales bubble net feeding, a behaviour
unique to SE Alaska. And for those who like to fish, join the hunt for giant halibut and the always elusive
Alaskan king salmon!

For those planning to cruise SE Alaska, there will be some useful information presented on routes,
marinas, anchorages and even a few fishing tips, including top secret halibut holes – rumour has it that the
coordinates will be shared – be sure to bring your iPad or pen and paper! Beth and Norm will also share
their favourite halibut recipes, just so you are prepared when you catch the big one.
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All welcome to the third and final presentation of the 2018 Ocean Cruising Adventure series; for further
information and to purchase tickets for this event, click here.
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Offshore Electrical Preparation for your Yacht

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/offshore-electrical-preparation-yacht/

Purpose & Benefits of Course

In this course you will explore the best options for preparing your boat’s electrical systems for offshore. 
What do you need to consider for batteries, charging, and power management overall when you are
offshore?

You will learn about the key electrical components, circuits and discuss electrical problems using a multi
meter.  The goal is to work towards electrical system’s self-sufficiency while offshore.

(This course is held on a Saturday so that it is a good option for those who cannot attend the Friday
course held by Nigel Calder later in the month.)

Course Content

Electrical Concepts & Theory

Offshore Preparation
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Batteries – Types of batteries /advantages and disadvantages, capacities, discharging, sizing
battery banks, monitoring batteries
Charging systems – Alternators/Wind/Solar/Gensets/Hydro/Shore Power
DC Distribution – Panels/Circuit Breakers/Fuses/Wire and wire sizing
AC Distribution
Tools of the trade and meters

Key Marine Electrical Components

Battery charger
Alternator
Regulator – built into alternator and separate
Battery types – house batteries – cranking battery
Inverters and inverter/chargers
Charging of low voltage devices like phones and computers
Generators – gas & diesel
Alternative energy sources – solar panels, wind generator, tow generator
Circuit breakers
Fuses
Relays – anchor windlass and power winches
Lighting – halogen lights vs LED lights

Offshore-capable Electrical Wiring

Protecting from moisture – crimps with heat shrink and black heat shrink
Through deck fittings – running wiring through the deck
How to secure wires – zap straps and chafe protection
Labeling for troubleshooting and reference

About the Instructor

A systems design engineer (BASc), Jeff Cote is actively involved in the National Marine Electronics
Association (NMEA) and is a member of its Certified Marine Electronics Technician development
committee. As Western Canada’s only NMEA instructor, he holds a NMEA advanced marine electronic
installer certification; he also holds marine electrical certification through the American Boat and Yacht
Council. Jeff is a certified installer of Raymarine and Garmin electronics.
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Vancouver Club Night: Solomon Islands - The Undiscovered
Paradise!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-solomon-islands-undiscovered-
paradise/

In 2015, BCA Members Barbara Erickson & Lionel Dobson discovered that tourists and offshore cruisers
rarely make the effort to visit the Solomon Islands so, since they were in Vanuatu after four years of
cruising west through the Pacific, they decided to sail there in their yacht Sea Whisper for the 2015-16
cyclone season. Join them as they sail north and visit remote villages, tribes and clans – where trading is
still a way of life.

Barbara & Lionel were both active in sailboat racing before becoming offshore cruisers. Lionel has sailed
to Florida, Mexico, Hawaii and the Mediterranean. They sailed the South Pacific together for 5 years on 
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Sea Whisper, and have written several articles on their adventures for Currents.

They consider the Solomon Islands to be one of the best cruising areas in the world – a real Undiscovered
Paradise!

Cover image: Public Domain
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VI Mid-Island Club Night: Fire and Ice –Sand and Rice

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-mid-island-club-night-fire-ice-sand-rice/

Jordan and Judy Mills left Victoria in September, 2009 on their 35? cutter, Sea Turtle IV, for what they
expected to be a five year, west-about circumnavigation. Eight years later, these two BCA Members have
sailed over 40,000 nautical miles and have visited some fascinating places including Easter Island and
southern Chile, Galapagos, the South Pacific, New Zealand, Indonesia and South-East Asia. When they
make landfall, they often explore by motorcycle to improve their understanding, appreciation and
enjoyment of an area.
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More recently their adventures have been in SE Asia where they not only cruised about, but again
ventured boldly on motorcycles through countries like Laos, Cambodia, and even up in the Himalayas of
India. Their latest ocean passage took them from Thailand, across the Arabian Sea, past the Horn of
Africa, up the Red Sea, through the Suez Canal and into the Med.

These adventurous sailors plan to return to Sea Turtle IV in her berth in the Greek Islands in May and
take the next two or three years to sail her back home to Victoria.

Jordan and Judy are looking forward to presenting a slideshow of their sailing and travel adventures that
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have taken them three-quarters of the way around the world.
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Fibreglass and Epoxy Repairs and Maintenance

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/fibreglass-epoxy-repairs-maintenance/

Learn from a fibreglass and epoxy expert.  This presentation by Matt Schinbein of Blackline Marine will
include:

Definition of a composite
Resin and fabric types
Damage assessment and proper repair techniques
Proper maintenance of a boat’s finish:

Anti-fouling schedules; and
Protecting underwater metal

Matt Schinbein has 16 years experience in composite repairs and 10 years as an instructor for Quadrant
Marine (composites and refinishing technologies).

This is a repeat of the highly popular course offered in October 2017 which had a lengthy waitlist;
register today to avoid that happening to you!

_______________________________________________
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Nigel Calder on Marine Electrical

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/nigel-calder-marine-electrical/

Boat systems expert, Nigel Calder, talks about the proper design of marine electrical systems,
troubleshooting and new emerging technologies.

DC systems design, installation, optimization and troubleshooting

Contemporary boats are loaded with more and more electrical gear. Electrical systems are the number one
cause of problems on boats that have anything more than a rudimentary electrical system. Typically, these
problems are avoidable. Many are the result of inappropriate systems design which is then compounded
by poor installation practices. In this seminar we will look at designing a DC system for an offshore
cruising boat, which is the most demanding application. Those with less demanding applications will be
able to scale back from this blueprint. Topics covered will also include:
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Proper installation practices
Simple troubleshooting procedures
Emerging technologies that will radically impact boat electrical systems design and functionality

This seminar requires no prior knowledge. It will help you understand your own electrical systems and to
nip many common problems in the bud. It will build your confidence when working on your electrical
systems. Over the past three decades Nigel Calder has had a succession of boats with minimal electrical
problems. If you follow his advice, you too will be able to create installations that function flawlessly for
many years.

About the Instructor

Nigel Calder is best known for his books Boatowner’s Mechanical and Electrical Manual, and Marine
Diesel Engines, both in their third editions, and both considered the definitive works in their field.  In
addition to over 200 magazine articles, he has also authored a ‘Cruising Guide to the Northwest
Caribbean’, ‘Cuba: A Cruising Guide’, ‘Nigel Calder’s Cruising Handbook’ and ‘How to Read a
Nautical Chart’.

_______________________________________________
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Lessons Learned Along the Way with Nigel Calder

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/lessons-learned-along-way-nigel-calder/

In this presentation, Nigel Calder takes a light hearted look at the many mistakes and accidents that have
helped him  become the respected sailor and systems expert that he is today. Come to be entertained and
educated, and learn how Nigel has persuaded a reluctant sailing partner, who would rather travel in an
RV, to adventure with him. There will be time for your questions and to meet Nigel!

About the Presentation

Nigel Calder takes a look at lessons learned over four decades of boating including being run down in the
North Sea, building and living aboard canal boats in England, and a succession of cruising boats named 
Nada that he and his family have sailed around the Caribbean and northern Europe. In the process, Nigel
will provide an overview of what’s involved in maintaining critical boat systems and how to cope when
they fail. This presentation goes beyond mechanical breakdowns and maintenance to include Nigel’s
personal experiences dealing with officialdom, chart accuracy (or lack thereof), anchoring, pests,
seasickness and medical emergencies. Come hear Nigel poke fun at himself as he recounts how he (and
his family) learned from those mishaps and misadventures that ultimately led to him becoming the
technical expert he is today.
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About Nigel Calder

Nigel Calder got into motorcycles and sailing dinghies as a teenager, and has never been far from
mechanical things and boats ever since.  In a varied career, before becoming a full-time sailing writer he
worked on an automotive assembly line, in a foundry and machine shop, and on offshore oil production
platforms.

He and his wife, Terrie, built a couple of 70-foot canal boats (on which they lived in Oxford), and a
39-foot Ingrid cutter.  They then sailed a Pacific Seacraft 40 for 5 years, following which they had a Malo
45 built in Sweden. This was replaced by the same boat but with experimental electrical and propulsion
systems. It was used by the European Union HYbrid MARine (HYMAR) project, of which Nigel was the
Technical Director, for extensive testing of hybrid propulsion systems. Nigel is a member of the
American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) Electrical Project Technical Committee.

Nigel and Terrie have sailed in the North Sea, Scotland and points further north, the US east coast and
Bahamas, and extensively in the Caribbean, with Pippin (now aged 28) and Paul (27) augmenting the
crew along the way.

Nigel is best known for his books Boatowner’s Mechanical and Electrical Manual, and Marine Diesel
Engines, both in their third editions, and both considered the definitive works in their field.  In addition to
over 200 magazine articles, he has also authored a Cruising Guide to the Northwest Caribbean, Cuba: A
Cruising Guide, Nigel Calder’s Cruising Handbook and How to Read a Nautical Chart.

_______________________________________________
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Nigel Calder on Diesel Engines

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/nigel-calder-diesel-engines/
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If properly installed and maintained, modern diesel engines are remarkably reliable. In this seminar we
will look at core installation issues that will eliminate many potential problems; basic maintenance; and
troubleshooting the most common operating problems.

As he addresses the “Do-it-yourself Diesel Engine Maintenance, Optimization and Troubleshooting”,
Nigel will cover a minimum of theory along with the following topics:

Often overlooked critical installation issues
Core maintenance and how to do it
Testing cranking and charging circuits
Techniques for starting recalcitrant engines
Overheating engines
Troubleshooting miscellaneous engine problems
Optimizing engine use to minimize run time and maintenance

This seminar requires no prior knowledge. It will help you to understand your own engine, and to save
money by doing your own maintenance and nipping many common problems in the bud.

About the Instructor

Nigel Calder is best known for his books Boatowner’s Mechanical and Electrical Manual, and Marine
Diesel Engines, both in their third editions, and both considered the definitive works in their field.  In
addition to over 200 magazine articles, he has also authored a ‘Cruising Guide to the Northwest
Caribbean’, ‘Cuba: A Cruising Guide’, ‘Nigel Calder’s Cruising Handbook’ and ‘How to Read a
Nautical Chart’.

_______________________________________________
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Docking Strategies: How to Build Your Docking Skills

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/docking-strategies-build-docking-skills/

Do you find some docking conditions challenging? Whether you are a single-handed sailor, an
inexperienced crew or a confident helmsman, or a powerboater, you will grow new skills and turn your
boat handling and communication from stress to success. Instructor Rick Ellis, who also delivers BCA’s
very popular Psychology of Voyaging workshops, lends his years of boating experience and professional
facilitation expertise to help you develop your docking skills. Rick’s unique approach to this topic, which
combines classroom theory with hands-on experience and personal consultation, generated rave reviews
from participants when he first “launched” the course in 2015.

Topics include:

Setting up docking procedures and roles that lead to consistent and effective teamwork and
success
Communication systems that work
Effective use of engine power and why confidence is so important to docking.
Docking with just one line – the breast line – how to set it up and use it.
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Fenders – getting the right size and position to assist procedures
Maneuvering and backing down in tight spaces – effective combination of rudder and power
Safety while docking

This unique workshop combines classroom theory with hands-on experience, and is offered in three parts:

Part 1: Saturday April 7, 9:00am – 1:00pm
The first classroom session will review the principles of docking and provide best practices, tips and
techniques to get your boat on and off the dock efficiently and safely.  Participants will then complete a
worksheet that translates the general information to specific application on their boat, and develop a
practice plan for their boat.

Part 2:  April 8 – Apr 27
Practice on your boat – three weeks to apply the worksheet and practice plan from the classroom and
hone procedures that work for your boat. Rick will be available for consultation during this time.

Part 3:  Saturday Apr 28, 9:00am – 1:00pm
The second classroom session will review your practice and what you learned about your boat and
yourself, what worked and what didn’t, and include a discussion of how to solve outstanding problems.

_______________________________________________
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Intermediate (Offshore) Marine Weather

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/intermediate-offshore-marine-weather/

Forecasting and withstanding weather conditions are major aspects of cruising under sail and power,
whether riding it out offshore, seeking safety in a protected anchorage, or avoiding being too close to a
lee shore.

This two day workshop, taught by Scott Crawshaw, a renowned mariner, instructor and former BCA
member, begins with the fundamentals of weather (see Basic Weather Forecasting) and shows how
weather satellites and technology have transformed forecasting to show cruisers the best way to combine
their own observations with technology. Participants will learn relevant information that will ensure their
enjoyment and safety at sea in both foul and fair weather.

Scott’s delivery of this course in Victoria in 2016 received the highest rating by far of any past VI
Education offering in the last five years in terms of content; relevance; instructor presentation, and an
increased feeling of competence among participants. Over 95% of the participants rated Scott’s
workshops 5 out of 5!

Course Topics

Anti-Cyclones
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 Swell and Sea Waves
 Surface Water Circulation
Upper Air Charts and Satellite Imagery
Gaps and Promontory Winds
Tropical and Sub-Tropical Weather
Tropical Cyclone Formation and Avoidance
Voyage Planning

Bonus:  Intermediate weather also includes practical exercises, including a virtual Victoria to Maui transit
where students will plot their positions, review weather products and determine the best tactics / weather
routing.

Instructor

Scott Crawshaw has sailed for over 40 years and has over 50,000 miles of ocean water experience.  This
includes skippering the Royal Canadian Navy’s Tall Ship, HMCS Oriole and four years of offshore
sailing with his family aboard the sailing vessel Peregrinata.  His qualifications include a Transport
Canada Master Mariner, unlimited tonnage; a Navy Surface Command Qualification, unlimited tonnage;
an ISPA instructor qualification. Scott has a degree in Physics and Physical Oceanography from Royal
Roads Military College, and is a recipient of the CYA Yachtmaster Ocean award. He currently resides in
the UK with his wife Sonia, where he is filling an exchange position with the Royal Navy until summer
2018.

_______________________________________________
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Basic Marine Weather

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-weather/

An understanding of basic weather is an important attribute of seamanship. Taught by renowned mariner
Scott Crawshaw, a highly qualified instructor, offshore sailor and former BCA member, this 1/2 day
workshop that will introduce cruisers to the fundamentals of weather, enable them to combine weather
forecasts (VHF) with personal observation, and relate it to their immediate situation. Participants will
learn relevant information that will build their confidence and help ensure their enjoyment and safety at
sea in both foul and fair weather.

Topics

Air Circulation Patterns
Pressure,Temperature and Moisture
Air Masses
 Fronts and Cyclogenesis
Fog, Clouds and Precipitation
 Weather Maps
 Sources of Local Weather
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 ScottCrawshaw

Instructor

Scott Crawshaw has sailed for over 40 years and has over 50,000 miles of ocean water experience.  This
includes skippering the Royal Canadian Navy’s Tall Ship, HMCS Oriole and four years of offshore
sailing with his family aboard the sailing vessel Peregrinata. His qualifications include a Transport
Canada Master Mariner, unlimited tonnage; a Navy Surface Command Qualification, unlimited tonnage;
an ISPA Instructor qualification and he is a CYA Yachtmaster.  Scott has a degree in Physics and
Physical Oceanography from Royal Roads Military College. He currently resides in the UK with his wife
Sonia, where he is filling an exchange position with the Royal Navy until summer 2018.

_______________________________________________
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